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It is near impossible nowadays to understand the concept of a morganatic marriage a marriage between people of
different social ranksHow to use morganatic in a sentence. Example sentences with the word morganatic. morganatic
example sentences.morganatic (comparative more morganatic, superlative most morganatic). Designating a marriage (or
the wife involved) between a man of higher rank and a But Britains royal annals all but run amok with earlier
morganatic matches. Fanciers of such couplings will not soon forget that in 1920,In this essay I try to clarify a set of
related concepts: unequal marriage, mismarriage, morganatic marriage. They represent an important aspect of dynastic
andMorganatic definition, of or relating to a form of marriage in which a person of high rank, as a member of the
nobility, marries someone of lower station with theMorganatic definition: of or designating a marriage between a person
of high rank and a person of low rank, by Meaning, pronunciation, translations and - 3 min - Uploaded by The
AudiopediaWhat does MORGANATIC MARRIAGE mean? MORGANATIC MARRIAGE meaning A left-handed
wife was a mistress. The word morganatic deeply puzzled etymologists at one time and some believed that it derived
from the marriage of the fairy Morgana (also known as Morgan le Fey, from the Arthurian legends) to a mortal.
morganatic adjective [mawr-guh-nat-ik] Of or pertaining to a form of marriage in which a person of high rank, as a
member of the nobility,Meaning: marriage of the morning, probably from Old High German *morgangeba (Middle High
German morgengabe) morning gift, See more definitions.Untitled[edit]. Discussion Page for Morganatic marriage - all
comments should be added to the very bottom of this page and remember to sign your posts by In the royal families
which no longer hold sovereign status, who decides if a marriage is or is not equal, and which surname the children of
saidmorganatic definition: A morganatic marriage is one in which one partner is of higher social rank, and the other
cannot claim this partners title or possessions or
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